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Abstract
This paper concerns three classes of geometric 2-complexes of nonpositive curvature: one in
which all of the 2-cells are squares, one in which they are all equilateral triangles, and one in
which they are all regular hexagons. (These cases correspond to the three regular tessellations
of the euclidean plane.)
These three classes of 2-complexes, while highly restrictive, are nevertheless useful because
they include the Cayley complexes of group presentations satisfying the small cancellation con-
ditions C′′(p)−T(q) for (p; q)2f(3; 6); (4; 4); (6; 3)g (and satisfying the additional condition
that all the relators have length exactly p). These three cases are of particular interest because
such groups are not necessarily word-hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov (all other classes of
C′′(p)−T(q) groups are, see [5]). Moreover, they include presentations of alternating link groups
(under free product with the innite cyclic group; see [15]).
This paper is a study of geodesic edge paths in the geometric complexes described above,
and consequently, of geodesic words in C′′(p)−T(q) group presentations. The most fundamental
theorem on this topic, namely that an edge path in the complex (or equivalently, a word on the
group generators) that fails to be geodesic can be replaced via an ecient algorithm with an
equivalent one that is geodesic, is well-known; but careful proofs of this fact, as well as related
facts, are dicult or impossible to nd in the literature. This paper is intended to provide rigorous
proofs of some useful facts about the geodesics in these complexes and group presentations. Some
embedding and minimality suciency conditions for disks are shown, together with an algorithm
for nding all geodesics in an equivalence class. Some useful implications are mentioned [9,
10]. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The motivation for this paper arises from the study of small cancellation group pre-
sentations. However, it is not necessary to be familiar with small cancellation theory to
understand the theorems and proofs in this paper, which are topological and geometric
in nature.
Dehn solved the Word Problem for fundamental groups of closed orientable two-
dimensional manifolds [4]. The critical feature of these groups (barring a few excep-
tions) is that they admit single-relator presentations with the property that any cyclic
permutation s of the relator r or of r−1 (excepting of course s r−1), there is very
little cancellation in the products rs and sr. Dehn’s analysis employed regular tessel-
lations of the hyperbolic plane. In essence, he showed that in a such a tessellation, a
reduced edge path that fails to be geodesic must include over half the boundary cycle
of some 2-cell.
More generally, small cancellation group presentations are those satisfying a property
analogous to the above (where the word s may also be any cyclic permutation of
some distinct relator or its inverse). For such groups, it is particularly useful to study
the Word Problem via equality diagrams (there is a simply connected diagram with
boundary cycle label w v−1 if and only if the words w and v represent the same group
element). Equality diagrams for the minimal small cancellation groups were investigated
by Roger Lyndon specically in terms of regular tessellations of the euclidean plane:
by triangles, by squares, and by hexagons. He proved a Curvature Theorem regarding
the possible forms of such diagrams, allowing previous solutions of the Word and
Conjugacy Problems for various small cancellation groups to be expressed in a common
format [13, 14]. This theorem is essentially a cellular version of the Gauss{Bonet
theorem.
Lyndon’s Curvature Theorem was re-expressed in a useful combinatorial form by
Gersten and Short, who used it to show that minimal small cancellation presentations
admit an automatic structure [5]. These presentations are aspherical in a diagrammatic
and combinatorial sense, and under the additional assumption that no relator is a proper
power, the groups are of cohomological dimension two [7].
The group-theoretic results in this paper apply to presentations satisfying the small
cancellation conditions C00(p)−T(q) where (p; q)2f(3; 6); (4; 4); (6; 3)g (the only cases
in which the group need not be word hyperbolic), and the additional condition that
all of the relators have length exactly p. The group of any prime alternating link,
under free product with the innite cyclic group, has a C00(4)−T(4) presentation (with
all relators of length four) [15]. A class of C00(3)−T(6) presentations is described in
Gersten and Short [5]; also, it is easy to get C00(3)−T(6) presentations for the groups
of certain torus knots and links.
The small cancellation condition C00(3)−T(6) corresponds to requiring that every
2-cell of the Cayley complex be isometric to an equilateral triangle (and that in any
disk mapping to the complex, each interior vertex has degree at least six); the condition
C00(4)−T(4), to requiring that every 2-cell of the Cayley complex be isometric to
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a square (and that in any disk, each interior vertex has degree at least four); and
the condition C00(6)−T(3), to requiring that every 2-cell of the Cayley complex be
isometric to a regular hexagon. These geometric conditions completely determine which
edge paths are geodesic; hence, it is sucient to study the group-theoretic problem in
a purely geometric setting.
Let K be a connected and simply connected 2-complex, so that the boundary of
any 2-cell is a simple closed path, and with the property that if the intersection of
the boundaries of two 2-cells contains a reduced edge path of length greater than one,
then the 2-cells have the same boundary. Let K have a path metric and a compatible
euclidean metric on each 2-cell, and have the property that for any cell decompo-
sition of a disk D and a cellular map D!K which is an embedding on the star
of any edge, the only singularities of the map are cone-type with cone angle of at
least 2 (under the induced singular euclidean metric on the disk). Finally, every 2-
cell of K is isometric to a regular p-gon, where p is a xed number from the set
f3; 4; 6g.
Since the complex is simply connected, for any two path-homotopic edge paths
A and B in K , there is a cell-decomposition D of a disk and a cellular map D!K
so that the boundary of D maps to A  B−1. We shall call such a cell-decomposition,
with its associated map D!K , an equality diagram for A and B (or more simply a
diagram), in keeping with the usage in small cancellation theory. (Thus, to say that two
edge paths in the complex are equivalent simply means that they are path-homotopic.)
Likewise, a diagram with at least one 2-cell and with no cut vertices is called a disk.
(In this paper all diagrams are by denition simply connected.)
We may without loss of generality assume that any diagram is reduced; that is, that
any two distinct 2-cells in the diagram with a shared edge do not map to a common
image 2-cell in the complex. In other words, the map to the complex may be assumed
to be an embedding on the star of any edge.
In this paper, we shall show the following theorems. (Terms will be dened in the
text.)
Theorem 1. Consider a geometric 2-complex as dened above ( for example; the
Cayley complex of a small cancellation group presentation); and a (reduced) disk
with associated cellular map to the complex.
If the 2-cells are squares: The number of chains on the boundary of the disk is at
least four plus the number of chain niches on the boundary. If the disk has exactly
four chains on the boundary; then there are no chain niches and the disk has the
property that the Star of any vertex embeds into a regular tessellation of the euclidean
plane.
If the 2-cells are hexagons: The number of chains on the boundary of the disk is
at least six plus the number of chain niches on the boundary. If the disk has exactly
six chains on the boundary; then there are no chain niches and the disk has the
property that the Star of any vertex embeds into a regular tessellation of the euclidean
plane.
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If the 2-cells are triangles: If there are no singleton chains on the boundary; then
the number of chains is at least six plus the number of chain niches; if there is exactly
one singleton chain; then the total number of chains is at least four plus the number
of chain niches; if there are exactly two singleton chains; then the total number of
chains is at least two plus the number of chain niches. If there are no singleton chains
and exactly six chains total; or exactly one singleton chain and four chains total; or
exactly two singleton chains and no others; then there are no chain niches and the
disk has the property that the Star of any vertex embeds into a regular tessellation
of the euclidean plane.
Remark. This extends a result of Appel and Schupp [1] in the square case, and one
by Gersten and Short [5] for squares and triangles (a somewhat dierent denition of
\chain" is used in the triangle case).
Theorem 2. Consider a geometric 2-complex as dened above; and a disk with
associated cellular map to the complex. If the disk has no chain niches and has
the property that the Star of any vertex embeds into a regular tessellation of the
euclidean plane; then the disk itself embeds into a regular tessellation of the euclidean
plane; its associated cellular map to the complex is an embedding; and the disk is
minimal. That is; over all diagrams with boundaries mapping to the same edge path
cycle of the complex; the given disk has the smallest number of 2-cells.
To keep the language of 2-complexes and group presentations as parallel as possible,
we shall call an edge path reduced if at no point is a traversal of an edge (i.e., an
oriented edge) immediately followed by a traversal of the same edge in the opposite
direction.
Theorem 3. In a 2-complex as dened above; consider two path-homotopic reduced
edge paths such that neither contains the image of any chain path. Each disk com-
ponent of any (reduced) equality diagram for the two paths embeds via a cellular
map into a regular tessellation of the euclidean plane; and moreover embeds in such
a fashion that the set of geodesic edge paths from initial vertex to terminal vertex
in the disk maps injectively to the set of geodesic edge paths between the images of
the two vertices. Thus; any equality diagram disk component for two such paths has
a strict geometric form.
Corollary 4. An edge path in such a geometric complex is geodesic if and only if it
is reduced and contains no subpath which is the image of some chain path.
The characterization of geodesics given above is something of a \folklore" theorem;
it is not dicult to derive from Lyndon’s Curvature Theorem, but careful proofs are
hard to nd in the literature. Interpreted as a theorem about small cancellation groups,
it is a consequence in the square case of a proof in [1]; it is clearly understood in
Gersten and Short’s paper for all three cases [5], and proved by Kapovitch [11] and
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Krajcevski [12] in the square case. The geometric statement is shown for the triangle
case by Blum and Kozen [2].
Corollary 5. A diagram possessing the embedding property of the previous theorem
is an equality diagram for geodesics. For any geodesic edge path in the diagram from
initial to terminal vertex; the image of this edge path in the complex determines the
image of (the 1-skeleton of ) the entire diagram.
Theorem 6 (Geodesic completion). For a geometric complex as described above ( for
example; the Cayley complex of a small cancellation group presentation); any edge
path (any word) uniquely determines (the 1-skeleton of ) a reduced equality diagram
having the properties:
(1) the associated cellular map taking the diagram to the complex is an embedding;
and the set of geodesic edge paths in the equality diagram from initial vertex to
terminal vertex maps bijectively to the set of geodesic edge paths between the images
of the two vertices in the image set;
(2) the diagram embeds in a regular tessellation of the euclidean plane; and in
such a fashion that the set of geodesic edge paths in the equality diagram from
initial vertex to terminal vertex maps injectively to the set of geodesic edge paths
between the images of the two vertices in the tessellation. (When the edge paths in
the tessellation are restricted to edges in the image set of the diagram; the mapping
to the geodesics is a bijection.)
Remark. For the square case, this theorem was proved independently by myself [8]
and by Krajcevski [12] in our dissertations at about the same time. The extension to
the triangle and hexagon cases is new.
Corollary 7 (Quadratic time). Given any edge path in the complex (or; in the case
of a Cayley complex; any word) of length n; the set of all geodesics which are
equivalent to the input can be generated in a process requiring no more than n2
steps. The cardinality of this set is no greater than
n
[ n2 ]

in the triangle or square case; and in the hexagon case is no greater than
m
[m2 ]

;
where m is a smallest integer at least as great as half of n.
This result has been used to nd particularly nice automatic structures on the small
cancellation groups (having unique, prex-closed geodesic representatives) [9] and to
nd a tiling algorithm for the Conjugacy Problem in the special case of link groups of
prime alternating links [10].
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2. Diagrams and disks
Henceforth we assume we have a xed simply connected geometric complex K
of one of the three types dened in the introduction, and every diagram is assumed
to have an associated cellular map to the complex. (This associated map essentially
duplicates the function of the edge labelling used in small cancellation theory. In the
small cancellation case, the complex K is taken to be the Cayley complex, and the
cellular map to the complex is assumed to preserve edge labels.)
We mostly follow small cancellation theory convention about diagrams (see the
appendix and also [14, 5, 3]). It should be noted that all our diagrams are reduced
(so the degree of any interior vertex is always greater than two), and that all our
diagrams are simply connected. A diagram having at least one 2-cell, and having no
cut vertices, is called a disk. A diagram is consequently made up of a union of disks
(called the disk components of the diagram) and trees. We shall require (with no loss
of generality) that the boundary cycle image of any disk component of a diagram
be cyclically reduced (i.e., any reduced edge path in the boundary of the disk has a
reduced image in the complex).
Recall that we require that for any cell-composition of a disk and associated cellular
map to the complex, the induced singular euclidean metric on the disk has only cone-
type singularities with cone angle of at least 2. This implies that the degree of any
vertex in the interior of a disk is at least q, where q is six in the triangle case, four in
the square case, and three in the hexagon case. It implies moreover that if two edges
with a common vertex on the boundary of a diagram are identied in the map to the
complex, then the degree of this boundary vertex must exceed q.
3. Chains and hulls
Whether or not a given edge path in the complex is geodesic ultimately depends
upon whether it looks like a geodesic within a sort of \tubular neighborhood." To
clarify this idea, some pictures and terms are necessary.
Denition (Chain and hull). A chain or a hull of length n is a pair (D; a), where D
is a reduced disk of a certain geometric form as shown in Fig. 1 and a is a reduced
edge path in the boundary of the disk.
If n=1 (the singleton case), the disk of a chain is (the closure of) a single 2-cell,
and the edge path a is any reduced boundary edge path of length the smallest integer
exceeding half of p (where p is the number of sides of the 2-cell). The disk of a
singleton hull is the same as for a chain in the square and hexagon cases, but the asso-
ciated edge path has length [p+12 ], i.e., one unit shorter. For the triangle case, the disk
of a hull consists (the closure of) of two 2-cells with a single common edge; the
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Fig. 1.
associated edge path (of length 2) starts at one of the vertices of degree two and ends
at the other.
The edge path a associated to D is called a chain path if D is a chain, and a hull
path if D is a hull. If b is the edge path of D so that a  b−1 is a boundary cycle of
D, we will call b the exchange path of (D; a).
The point to the foregoing is this: If we interpret a chain diagram as an equality
diagram, we see that the images of the chain path and the exchange path in the complex
are equivalent, but that of the exchange path is shorter. Thus, the image of a chain path
is not geodesic. However, we will be able to show that the image of the exchange path
is geodesic. So chain diagrams give us a way of detecting certain non-geodesic paths
and of nding geodesic replacements. By contrast, if a hull diagram is interpreted as
an equality diagram, then the image of the exchange path has exactly the same length
as that of the hull path (we will see that both are geodesic). Thus we can use hull
diagrams to nd equivalent geodesic substitutes for geodesic paths.
With the one exception of a singleton chain for triangles, all chains both begin
and end with a singleton hull. An edge path in the complex containing no images of
singleton hull paths and no images of triangle singleton chain path cannot contain the
image of any chain path.
Observation 8. The image in the complex of a chain path is reduced. If the rst
and nal edge traversals of the image path are removed; then the remaining path
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contains no image of any singleton hull path; and no image of any triangle singleton
chain path. Similarly; the image of the exchange path of a chain diagram is reduced
and contains no singleton hull image subpath and no triangle singleton chain image
subpath. No proper subpath of a chain path has an image in the complex which is
also the image of some chain path.
Proof. For square and hexagon chains, and for singleton triangle chains, the rst two
(or last two) edge traversals of a chain path are consecutive sides of a 2-cell, and thus
are not identied in the map to the complex. For non-singleton triangle chains, the rst
two (or last two) edge traversals of a chain path are necessarily also a singleton hull
path; they may not be identied under the map to the complex, because of the cone
angle condition.
Consider either the edge path resulting from deleting the rst and last edge traversals
of a chain path, or the replacement edge path of a chain path. The image in the complex
of this edge path is reduced because the degree of each vertex in the edge path never
exceeds q (and the map has only cone singularities with cone angle greater than 2).
The cone angle requirement also ensures that the image of this edge path has no
singleton hull image subpath and no triangle singleton chain image subpath.
Lemma 9 (Triangle singleton hull). Let (D; a) be a triangle singleton hull. Then the
image of (the 1-skeleton of ) D in the complex is determined by the image of a.
Proof. This is again a consequence of the requirement on the cone angle of any cone
singularity. If more than one map preserving the image of a existed, there would
exist a reduced disk with an interior vertex of degree four (which is less than six, a
contradiction).
Proposition 10. The image in the complex of (the 1-skeleton of ) any hull diagram is
uniquely determined by the image of the associated hull edge path. For the square and
hexagon cases; the image of the hull path also uniquely determines an edge traversal
in the hull diagram (and its image in the complex) which; when concatenated with
the hull path; converts it to a chain path. In the triangle case; the image of a hull
path determines a set (possibly empty) of edge traversals with a common vertex
in the complex; such that concatenation of any one of the edge traversals with the
image of the hull path creates the image of a chain path. The image of a chain path
determines in linear time (as a function of its length) a strictly shorter equivalent
path; this shorter path is reduced and contains no chain path image subpaths.
Proof. Each hull path begins (or ends) with a singleton hull path. By the above, the
image of a singleton hull path uniquely determines the image of the 1-skeleton of the
hull, including that of the replacement path. If there are additional edge traversals in
the hull edge path, the new edge(s) immediately adjacent to this singleton hull path
concatenates with the closest edge traversal of the replacement path to form a new
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singleton hull path. By induction on the length of the hull path, the image of the
hull diagram (1-skeleton) is completely determined. The remaining remarks are then
obvious.
4. Turning angles and curvature
Each corner of each 2-cell in a diagram of p-gons is assigned an angle of (p−2p ).
We use this to dene the curvature of a disk at an interior vertex, and the angle of
the boundary cycle of a disk at a given boundary vertex (these denitions are taken
from [5]).
For a vertex v of a disk, let v denote the sum of the angles in the disk incident on
v. That is,
v=

p− 2
p

fthe number of relator cells incident on vg:
If v is an interior vertex, dene the curvature at v to be (v)= 2− v. Since the
number of 2-cells incident on a interior vertex of a diagram is at least q (where q is
four in the square case, six in the triangle case, and three in the hexagon case) clearly
(v) 2−

p− 2
p

q=


p

(2p− qp+ 2q)= 0
(since for (p; q)2f(3; 6); (4; 4); (6; 3)g we have that 2p+ 2q= qp).
If v is in the boundary of a disk, dene the turning angle at v (relative to that
particular disk) to be (v)=  − v. (This represents the discrepancy between the
direction of one edge traversal in the boundary cycle and the next { the turning angle
is zero if and only if the boundary cycle \goes forward in a straight line" at that
vertex.) Since there must be at least one 2-cell incident on the boundary vertex of a
disk, (v) can be no more than (2)(p−1p ).
For easy reference: For disks of square 2-cells, (v)2f0;−=2;−; : : :g, and (v)2
f+=2; 0;−=2;−; : : :g. For disks of triangles, (v)2f0;−=3;−2=3; : : :g, and
(v)2f+2=3;+=3; 0;−=3; : : :g. For disks of hexagons, (v)2f0;−2=3; : : :g, and
(v)2f+=3;−=3;−; : : :g.
The form of the following theorem is from [5]. It is essentially a combinatorial
version of the Gauss{Bonnet theorem.
Theorem 11 (Lyndon’s [13] curvature theorem for disks). Suppose we have a connected
and simply connected planar 2-complex of p-gons which has no cut vertices and at
least one 2-cell; such that the degree of any interior vertex is at least q and any
two distinct p-gons share at most one consecutive edge. (For example; a reduced
disk of triangles; squares; or hexagons.) Then the sum of the curvatures at
all interior vertices; plus the sum of all the turning angles for boundary vertices; is
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2. That is; for a such a 2-complex M we haveX
v2(interior of M)0
(v) +
X
v2(@M)0
(v)= 2:
For the cases of interest in this paper, we can re-express this in an even more
combinatorial way. Set  p= =2 if p=4 (square case),  p= =3 if p=3 or p=6
(triangle and hexagon case). Note that in a disk (with associated map to the complex
satisfying the conditions described earlier) all turning angles and curvatures are integer
multiples of  p; the only positive contributions are turning angles of + p (and in the
triangle case, +2 p). Dividing both sides of Lyndon’s Curvature Theorem by  p and
rearranging the terms will therefore give us an equation about nonnegative integers.
In general, turning angles greater than or equal to − p we will consider to be the
more desirable ones (an angle of − p requires only a single positive turning angle
to cancel its eect), and we want the curvature at interior vertices to be zero rather
than negative; vertices that fail to meet these conditions make excessively negative
contributions to the sum above. With this idea in mind, we want a way of counting
the \bad" vertices in a disk, together with their \multiplicities" (degree to which they
increase the necessity for positive turning angles).
Let n be the number of boundary vertices of the disk which have turning angle
. Let N be the sum of the \excessively negative" turning angles (those of the form
−k p; k>1) divided by − p, i.e.,
N =
1X
k=2
kn[−k p]:
Similarly, let c be the number of interior vertices of the disk which have curvature
, and let C be the sum of the negative curvatures divided by − p:
C =
1X
k=1
kc[−k p]:
Note that C and N are both nonnegative integers.
Lyndon’s Curvature Theorem 11, restated.
For a disk of square 2-cells; n=2 = 4 + n−=2 + N + C;
for a disk of hexagon 2-cells; n=3 = 6 + n−=3 + N + C;
for a disk of triangle 2-cells; 2n2=3 + n=3 = 6 + n−=3 + N + C:
Note that each variable is a nonnegative integer.
Let n− be the number of boundary vertices of the disk with negative turning angles.
Observation 12. For a disk of square; triangle; or hexagon 2-cells (i.e.; p is 4; 3;
or 6); we have n− p + N  n−; with equality if and only if N =0.
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5. Minimum number of chains
We say that a disk B has a chain on the boundary if it has a chain subdiagram
(D; a) such that a is a subpath in a boundary cycle of B.
We say that two chains on the boundary of a given disk are disjoint if their associated
edge paths, each being modied by removal of the rst and the last edge traversal,
have no edges in common; in the hexagon case, it is necessary to remove the rst two
and last two edges. (By Observation 8, the image in the complex of such a subpath
has no singleton hull or triangle singleton chain image subpaths. So if two chain paths
on the boundary of a disk have a common edge in these subpaths, then the chains
must coincide.)
We now show that it follows from the equations of the last section that every disk
necessarily has a certain number of disjoint chains on its boundary. The larger the
number N (reecting the contribution of boundary vertices of excessively negative
turning angle) and the number C (reecting the contribution of interior vertices of
negative curvature), the larger the number of such chains.
Proposition 13. The number of chains on the boundary of a disk of squares is greater
than or equal to n=2 − n−; with equality if N =C =0. In particular; a square disk
has at least four chains on its boundary; if it has exactly four; then N =C =0.
The number of chains on the boundary of a disk of triangles is greater than or
equal to n2=3 (i.e., the number of singleton chains on the boundary); in the case that
n=3 n− + n2=3; the number of chains is greater than or equal to n=3 − n−; with
equality if N =C =0.
It follows that if a disk of triangles has no turning angles of +2=3 (no singleton
chains); then it has at least six disjoint nonsingleton chains on its boundary; if it has
exactly one turning angle of +2=3; then it has at least three nonsingleton chains on
its boundary (thus at least four total); if it has exactly two turning angles of +2=3;
then it may have no nonsingleton chains at all (but at least two chains total); and in
all of these cases; if it has exactly the indicated number of chains; then N =C =0.
In all other cases; a triangle disk has at least three chains.
The number of chains on the boundary of a disk of hexagons is greater than or
equal to n=3 − n−; with equality if N =C =0.
Therefore a disk of hexagons has at least six disjoint chains on its boundary. If it
has exactly six; then N =C =0.
Remark. A weaker version of the above statement for the square case, and a similar
statement for the triangle case, appear in [5] (wherein a somewhat dierent denition
of \chain" is used in the triangle case).
Example. Consider a disk consisting of a single square 2-cell. This disk actually has
four disjoint chains on its boundary, in the sense that each of the four sides takes its
turn being the middle edge of a singleton chain path.
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Proof for square and triangle cases. For any disk of squares, we have that n=2 = 4+
n−=2 +N +C  4+ n−, with equality if and only if N =C =0 (since n−=2 +N  n−
with equality if and only if N =0). Consider the partition of the boundary of the disk
by positive turning angles; a chain corresponds to a segment containing no negative
turning angles (this segment is the portion of the chain path remaining when the rst
and last edges have been removed). So there must be at least four disjoint chains.
If there are exactly four, then n− n=2 − 4, so (since by the above this implies that
n=2 = 4 + n−) we have N =C =0.
For a disk of triangles, we have that 2n2=3 + n=3 = 6 + n−=3 + N + C  6 + n−,
with equality if and only if N =C =0. The statement that the number of chains is at
least as great as the number of turning angles of 2=3 is obvious, since such a turning
angle represents a singleton chain on the boundary. Now we consider the partition of
the boundary of the disk by turning angles of =3. If n=3 n−+n2=3, then necessarily
there are also nonsingleton chains on the boundary (each corresponds to a segment
containing no negative turning angles and no turning angles of 2=3). So in this case,
the number of chains is at least [n=3 − (n− + n2=3)] + n2=3 = n=3 − n−.
If n2=3 = 0, then by the above formula n=3 6 + n−; that is, there are at least six
more positive turning angles than negative ones. So the positive turning angles divide
the boundary of the disk into segments, at least six of which contain no negative turning
angles (and no +2=3 turning angles). If there are exactly six, then n− n=3 − 6, so
(since 2n2=3 + n=3 = 6 + n−) we have N =C =0. If n2=3 = 1, then n=3 4 + n−, so
of the segments of boundary between turning angles of +=3, at least four contain no
negative turning angles. However, possibly one of these segments contains a turning
angle of +2=3 (there are no nonsingleton chains in a turning angle sequence of
f+=3; 0; 0; : : : ; 0;+2=3; 0; 0; : : : ; 0;+=3g). So there are at least three chains other than
the singleton chain, but not necessarily more. If there are exactly three nonsingleton
chains and one singleton chain, then n− + n2=3 n=3 − 3, so N =C =0. If n2=3 = 2,
then n=3 2+n−= n2=3+n−. There are at least two segments between turning angles
of +=3 with no negative turning angles, but the turning angles of +2=3 may be
situated in them (for example, consider a singleton hull diagram). So there may not
be any nonsingleton chains at all. If there are exactly two singleton chains and no
others, then n− + n2=3 n=3, so N =C =0. If there are three or more turning angles
of +2=3, there are clearly at least three chains.
Now we consider the hexagon case. Recall that in this case, possible curvatures are
f0;−2=3;−4=3; : : :g, and possible turning angles are f+=3;−=3;−; : : :g.
When we apply Lyndon’s Curvature Theorem to a disk of hexagons, we see that
there must be at least six more positive turning angles than negative ones; and of
course there are no zero turning angles. So there must be at least six boundary edges
with both endpoints being vertices of turning angle +=3.
Now we partition the cyclic sequence of the boundary vertices in the following man-
ner: a standard segment of the boundary vertex sequence (reading clockwise around
the boundary of the disk) starts with a pair of consecutive vertices of positive turning
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Fig. 2. Segments of the boundary (hexagon case).
angle, includes no other pair of consecutive positive turning angles, and ends immedi-
ately before a pair of consecutive positive turning angles. A diculty arises when three
or more turning angles of +=3 occur consecutively. In this case, we let the nal two
vertices in such a cluster (we are reading clockwise) begin a standard segment, and let
each of the remaining vertices in such a cluster be called a nonstandard segment. (If
all of the vertices in the boundary cycle have turning angles of +=3, then the disk is
necessarily the closure of a single hexagonal 2-cell; in this case, let each vertex be a
nonstandard segment (Fig. 2).)
Note that each nonstandard segment corresponds to a singleton chain, because it
represents a sequence of three consecutive turning angles of +=3. There are at least six
segments altogether, and they form a partition of the cyclic sequence of the boundary
vertices of the disk.
Sublemma 14. For a disk of hexagons; the sum of the turning angles of a segment is
less than or equal to +=3. The sum is +=3 only if either the segment is nonstandard;
or it is a standard segment such that the sequence of turning angles after the pair
of consecutive positive turning angles has the form: f(−=3;+=3)n;−=3g for some
n2N .
Proof. This is obvious in the case of a segment consisting of a single vertex. Otherwise,
the sum begins: =3+ =3+    . Any remaining vertices in the segment with positive
turning angle are separated in the sequence by one or more negative turning angles;
and the remaining sequence of the segment begins and ends with vertices of negative
turning angle. So the greatest possible contribution of a standard segment is for a
segment as described in the statement of the sublemma, with a contribution to the
Curvature Theorem of 2=3 + 0 + (−=3)= =3.
Lemma 15. For a disk of hexagons; a chain on the boundary corresponds to a seg-
ment such that summing the turning angles of all of its vertices gives +=3 { which
implies that the number of vertices with positive turning angles in the segment exceeds
the number of vertices with negative turning angles. There are at least six chains on
the boundary of any disk of hexagons; if there are exactly six; then N =C =0.
Proof. By Lyndon’s Curvature Theorem, if for each segment one sums the turning
angles of the vertices, then sums over all segments, the total is at least 2. By the
sublemma, that means there are at least six segments which contribute exactly +=3
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to the total. A segment is always followed immediately by two vertices of positive
turning angle, by the denition of segment. So a segment that contributes +=3 to the
total represents a chain on the boundary of the disk. For such a segment, the number
of vertices with positive turning angles in the segment exceeds the number of vertices
with negative turning angles by one. The chain is singleton if and only if the segment
is nonstandard. If there are exactly six segments which contribute +=3 each to the
total, since these are the only positive contributions it follows that there are no negative
contributions at all { so N =C =0.
This proves the proposition in the case p=6.
6. Flat disks and chain niches
A at disk of p-gons (p2f3; 4; 6g) is one which may be embedded (via a cellular
map) in a regular tessellation of the euclidean plane by p-gons. In such a tessellation,
exactly q 2-cells meet at each vertex, where q=6 in the triangle case, q=4 in the
square case, and q=3 in the hexagon case. This embedding condition imposes both
obvious and less obvious restrictions on a disk.
The great advantage being able to prove that a given disk is at is that the pictorial
proofs so prevalent in the geometric group theory are clearly valid and useful for such
diagrams.
A disk of p-gons is said to be locally at if at any interior vertex, exactly q
2-cells meet, and at any boundary vertex, q or fewer 2-cells are incident. That is, the
curvature is zero at each interior vertex (so C =0), and for each boundary vertex v, we
have that 2=p (v) −2=p. (In the square and hexagon cases, this latter condition
implies that N =0; but for triangle case, we would also need the additional condition
that n−2=3 = 0 to conclude that N =0.) A locally at disk of p-gons has the property
that at any vertex, distinct edges incident on the vertex have distinct images in the
complex (this is the cone angle condition). Since C =0, Lyndon’s Curvature Theorem
simplies to the statement that summing the turning angles gives 2.
Clearly, a at disk is necessarily locally at, although the converse is false.
We would like to nd sucient conditions on the number (and type) of chains on
the boundary of a disk to ensure that the disk is at. (We will eventually get sucient
conditions to embed the disk in the complex.)
A chain niche on the boundary of a disk is a reduced edge path in the bound-
ary so that the associated sequence of turning angles is exactly opposite in sign to
the sequence that might be theoretically be encountered in the edge path associated
to some chain diagram. For example, an edge path of length two in the bound-
ary of a disk of triangles, with a turning angle of −2=3 between them, would
represent a 1-chain niche. The idea here is that there is a \niche" in the bound-
ary of the disk of exactly the right shape to be lled in by some chain diagram
(so that the former boundary vertex or vertices become interior vertices of degree
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Fig. 3. Chain niches on the boundary.
q exactly). It does not matter if no such diagram actually exists; only the shape is
important.
Proposition 16. The number of chains on the boundary of a locally at disk of
squares is at least four plus the number of chain niches (Fig. 3), and the
number of chains on the boundary of a locally at disk of hexagons is at least
six plus the number of chain niches. If a locally at disk of triangles has no single-
ton chains; then the number of chains is at least six plus the number of chain niches;
if it has exactly one singleton chain; then the number of chains is at least four plus
the number of chain niches; if it has exactly two singleton chains; then the number
of chains is at least two plus the number of chain niches.
Proof. Square case: We know that n=2 = 4 + n−=2. Consider the partition of the
boundary into segments by the set of vertices of turning angle +=2; if there is a
chain niche it is contained in a segment, so at least one of the segments contains
at least two vertices of turning angle −=2. So (by the pigeonhole principle) each
additional chain niche means that an additional segment contains no negative turning
angles. Therefore the number of chains is at least four plus the number of chain niches.
Triangle case: We know that 2n2=3+n=3 = 6+n−=3+2n−2=3. So we have (solving
for n=3) that n=3 = (6− 2n2=3) + n−=3 + 2n−2=3 = [(6− 2n2=3) + n−2=3] + n−.
If there are no singleton chains on the boundary: n2=3 = 0, so we have n=3 = [6 +
n−2=3]+n−. Consider the partition of the boundary into segments by the set of vertices
of turning angle +=3. There are at least 6 + n−2=3 segments containing no vertices
of negative turning angle nor of +2=3. Each such segment contributes an angle sum
of +=3 to the total (we count one endpoint but not both); these are the only kind
making a positive contribution. If there are n chain niches (of any kind) in a segment,
then the angle sum of that segment is less than or equal to −n=3. So if the number
of chain niches is k, then the number of chains (all nonsingleton is at least k + 6.
If there is exactly one singleton chain on the boundary: n2=3 = 1, so we have
n=3 = [4 + n−2=3] + n−. Again consider the partition of the boundary into segments
by the set of vertices of turning angle +=3; one of the segments contains a turning
angle of +2=3. So the greatest possible contribution of this segment is (= 3=3).
Any other segment can contribute at most =3. If there are n chains niches (singleton
or not) in a segment, the angle sum of that segment is decreased by at least −n=3.
Suppose that number of chain niches is k. If there are no negative turning angles in the
special segment containing the singleton chain, it contributes , and we need at least
3 + k other segments to contribute =3 { thus there are at least 3 + k non-singleton
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chains and one singleton chain. If there are any negative turning angles in the special
segment containing the singleton chain, then there are even more chains.
If there are exactly two singleton chains on the boundary: n2=3 = 2, so we have
n=3 = [2 + n−2=3] + n−. This time either we have a single segment containing two
turning angles of +2=3, or two segments each containing one turning angle of +2=3.
The maximum contribution is in the latter case (if neither contains any negative turning
angles), making a contribution of 2. So in this case if the number of chain niches
is k, then the number of nonsingleton chains is at least k, and then we have the two
singleton chains as well.
Hexagon case: We know that n=3 = 6+n−=3. Consider the partition of the boundary
into (standard and nonstandard) segments; each contributes a turning angle sum of at
most +=3, and segments contributing exactly +=3 correspond to chains. If there
is a chain niche on the boundary, it is contained in a standard segment, which can
contribute at most −=3 (and for each additional chain niche in the segment, the
sum decreases again). It follows that the number of chains (which is the number of
segments contributing exactly +=3) is at least six plus the number of segments making
a negative contributions. Thus the number of chains is at least six plus the number of
chain niches.
Corollary 17. If a disk of squares has exactly four chains on its boundary; then it
is at; i.e.; it embeds in a regular tessellation of the euclidean plane.
Any of the following sets of conditions implies that a disk of triangles is at:
(1) it has no turning angles of +2=3; (no singleton chains); and exactly six chains
on its boundary;
(2) it has exactly one turning angle of +2=3; and exactly four chains total on its
boundary;
(3) it has exactly two turning angles of +2=3; and these are the only chains.
If a disk of hexagons has exactly six chains on its boundary; then it is at.
Proof. We showed in the last section that a disk with the specied number of chains
has the property that N =C =0. So the sum of the turning angles is 2, where for
each boundary vertex v; 2=p (v) − 2=p and for the triangle case, (v) − =3
(that is, there are no singleton chain niches). By the above proposition, a disk with
the specied number of chains has no chain niches.
If a locally at disk D fails to be at, then any attempt to map the disk to a
regular tessellation of the euclidean plane by p-gons must result in some nontrivial
simple edge path a in the boundary of the disk being sent to a simple closed curve
a0, enclosing an area E in the euclidean plane which is not tiled by images of 2-cells
of D. We can interpret E as a connected and simply connected planar 2-complex of
p-gons with boundary cycle a0. So we can apply the locally at case of Lyndon’s
Curvature Theorem to E. The disk E has at least two chains on its boundary, implying
that there is at least one chain niche (more in most cases) on the boundary of D. But
this is impossible for the disks with the described number of chains.
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7. Angles and edge paths in locally at disks
The purpose of this section is to characterize edge paths in locally at disks which
are geodesic (considered as edge paths in the disk); we shall further discover that these
edge paths have geodesic images in the complex. (Since we have not yet shown the
Geodesic Characterization Theorem 31, we will only show here that an edge path that
in a locally at disk with no chain niches is geodesic if and only if it is reduced and
does not contain the chain path of any chain subdiagram.)
For a locally at disk for a geometric complex, there is a natural notion of angle of
an edge path at a vertex (even an interior vertex), as we shall now clarify. Note that
by the Star of a cell in a 2-complex we mean the smallest subcomplex containing the
cell and all of its incident vertices, edges and 2-cells. The Star of any cell in a locally
at disk of p-gons embeds into a regular tessellation of the euclidean plane by p-gons
in essentially one way (that is, any two images are equivalent under rigid isometries).
If an edge path of length two v0e1v1e2v2 lives in a locally at disk of p-gons, then
the edge path is contained in the Star of the vertex v1 in the disk. We associate an angle
to the edge path as it passes through v1 in the following way: Consider the image of
the Star of v1 under some embedding into a regular tessellation of the euclidean plane
by p-gons, where the image of vi is v0i . Let  be the angle between
−!
v00v
0
1 and
−!
v01v
0
2
(where  is taken to be the smallest nonnegative angle). We call  the (unsigned) true
angle of the edge path v0e1v1e2v2 at the vertex v1.
Note that =  if and only if the edge path is unreduced; also, if v0e1v1e2v2 is a
reduced edge path in the boundary of the disk, then  is the absolute value of the
turning angle at v1. For locally at disks of triangles, 2f0; =3; 2=3; g; for locally
at disks of squares, 2f0; =2; g; for locally at disks of hexagons 2f=3; g. Note
there is only case where the unsigned true angle does not belong to the set f0;  p; g
(recall that  p was =3 in the triangle and hexagon cases, =2 for the square case).
In the hexagon case, true angle is not very helpful by itself since it only reects
whether or not the edge path is reduced. For locally at disks of hexagons, we say
that a reduced edge path v0e1v1e2v2e3v3 has same sign true angles if the image of
the disk under a local embedding to a regular tessellation is such that the angle from−!
v00v
0
1 to
−!
v01v
0
2 and the angle from
−!
v01v
0
2 to
−!
v02v
0
3 are the same when both are measured
counterclockwise (or according to some xed orientation of the image plane). Other-
wise, the true angles are of opposite sign (Fig. 4).
Lemma 18 (Path image determines local path shape). Consider two edge paths of
length two; each in some locally at disk mapping to a given complex (but not
necessarily both in the same disk). If the two edge paths have the same image in
the complex; then either the two edge paths have the same true angle associated to
the middle vertex; or else at least one of the edge paths (in the square case) lies
completely in the boundary of the disk with a negative turning angle at its center
vertex and does not map to two sides of any 2-cell in the complex; or (in the triangle
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case) has at least one edge in the boundary of the disk with a negative turning angle
at its center vertex; a true angle of 2=3 or =3; and an image in the complex which
is neither two sides of any 2-cell nor the image of any 1-hull path. (In the hexagon
case; the angles must be the same.)
Consider two reduced edge paths of length three; each in some locally at disk of
hexagons mapping to a given complex (but not necessarily both in the same disk).
If the two edge paths have the same image in the complex; but one path has true
angles of opposite sign and the other of the same sign; then the edge path with true
angles of the same sign is contained entirely in the boundary of the disk with negative
turning angles and does not map to the boundary of some 2-cell in the complex.
Proof. An edge path of length two in a locally at disk has a true angle of  if and
only if it is unreduced; so it remains only to consider edge paths with true angles less
than . The hexagon case for edge paths of length two is then trivial, since there is
only one true angle less than .
Suppose that we have an edge path with true angle 0 at vertex v in some disk and
one with an unequal true angle at vertex w of some disk, and that the edge paths have
a common image. In the Star of v there is a chain subdiagram so that the given edge
path forms the straight side of the chain path. If the other edge path (through w) has
an image in the complex in common with that of some hull path for a singleton hull
(or triangle singleton chain path), we can glue the corresponding pre-image diagram
along the chain from v to construct a disk with an interior vertex of degree less than q,
a contradiction. (This mapping condition would hold for example if w were an interior
vertex, or a boundary vertex with nonnegative turning angle.)
In the triangle case, there remains the possibility of edge paths with true angles of
=3 and 2=3, respectively, having a common image. By the same type of reasoning
as before, the edge path with true angle 2=3 cannot map to two sides of a 2-cell in
the complex, and so must lie completely in the boundary of the disk.
For a reduced edge path of length three in a disk of hexagons, the middle edge is
incident on at least one 2-cell. Unless both of the vertices incident on this edge are
boundary vertices with negative turning angles, at least two consecutive edges of the
edge path lie in the boundary of some 2-cell, and the closure of this 2-cell embeds
in the complex. Any 2-cell c in any diagram with two consecutive boundary edges
mapping to edges in the boundary of a 2-cell C in the complex must map to the
complex so the image of the boundary of c is the boundary of C. So, unless an edge
path with same sign true angles lies in the boundary of the disk and has negative
turning angles, it must map to three sides of a 2-cell in the complex. If an edge path
with opposite sign true angles were to map to three sides of a 2-cell in the complex,
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the diagram either would not be reduced or would have distinct edges at a vertex which
were identied in the map to the complex.
It is clear that apart from special boundary edge paths satisfying a certain mapping
condition, the shape of a edge path in a locally at disk is determined locally by its
image in the complex.
We distinguish the one case where the unsigned true angle does not belong to the
set f0;  p; g. We call an edge path of length two in a locally at disk of triangles
a singleton chain shaped path (or 1-chain shaped path) if the unsigned true angle is
2=3. A 1-chain shaped path in a disk of triangles is either a singleton chain path of
some chain subdiagram, or else a 1-chain niche in the boundary; in the latter case, it
may or may not map to two sides of some 2-cell in the complex.
Similarly, we call a reduced edge path in a locally at disk of p-gons a singleton
hull shaped path (or 1-hull shaped path) if the associated sequence of unsinged true
angles is the same as the associated sequence of turning angles for a singleton hull
path (and, in the hexagon case, the two true angles have the same sign). That is, for
the triangle and square cases, a 1-hull shaped path is any edge path of length two with
true angle  p, whereas for the hexagon case a 1-hull shaped path is a edge path of
length three with true angles of the same sign.
By analogy to an earlier denition, we will say that an edge path in the boundary
of a disk with turning angle sequence exactly opposite in sign to the sequence along
a hull path of a hull diagram is a hull niche (Fig. 5). Again, this means that there
is a \niche" in the boundary of the disk, of exactly the right shape to be lled by a
hull diagram (so that the former boundary vertex or vertices become interior vertices
of degree q exactly).
Lemma 19 (Hull niche). Consider a locally at disk of p-gons with no chain niches
on the boundary. If a reduced edge path in the disk includes exactly one 1-hull niche
and no other 1-hull shaped subpaths (and moreover; in the triangle case; contains no
1-chain shaped paths); then this edge path is contained in the boundary of the disk.
Proof. Let a be such an edge path in a locally at disk with no chain niches; let h
be the 1-hull niche subpath of a. We know that h lies in the boundary of the disk
Fig. (6). Now let b= b1  h  b2 be a reduced edge path in the boundary of the disk so
that b begins and ends with the rst 1-hull shaped paths to either side of h along the
boundary (in the triangle case, we let b begin and end with the rst 1-hull shaped path
or rst 1-chain shaped path, whichever is encountered rst). Since there are no chain
niches on the boundary of the disk and h is a hull niche, the rst and last turning
angles along b are both positive.
We claim that a is a subpath of b, and does not include either the rst or last
edge traversal of b. By assumption a contains only the one 1-hull shaped subpath (and
no triangle 1-chain shaped subpaths). But this means that a cannot diverge from the
edge path b in the boundary of the disk, since to do so would require a 1-hull shaped
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subpath (or a triangle 1-chain shaped subpath). So a is a subpath of b (and does not
include either the rst or last edge traversal of b, since that would require a 1-hull
shaped subpath or triangle 1-chain shaped subpath).
Now consider a locally at disk, and a reduced edge path in the disk which contains
two distinct 1-hull shaped subpaths, and so that the portion of the path between (and
including) the two 1-hull shaped subpaths contains no other 1-hull shaped paths (and in
the triangle case, no 1-chain shaped paths). Consider the image of the disk under some
cellular map (that is an embedding on the Star of any vertex) to a regular tessellation of
the euclidean plane by p-gons. For the images of the two 1-hull shaped paths, measure
the angle clockwise (or according to some xed orientation of the plane) between the
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direction vector of the rst edge traversal in the 1-hull shaped path and the direction
vector of the second edge traversal. We say the two 1-hull shaped subpaths have the
same sign if these angles have the same sign, otherwise that the two 1-hull shaped
subpaths are opposite in sign (see Fig. 7).
Proposition 20 (Double bend). Consider a locally at disk with no chain niches. If
a reduced edge path in the disk begins and ends with distinct 1-hull shaped subpaths
and contains no other 1-hull shaped subpaths (and contains no triangle 1-chain shaped
paths); then there are three mutually exclusive possibilities:
(1) the two 1-hull shaped subpaths have the same sign; and the edge path is the
associated chain path of a chain subdiagram of the disk;
(2) the two 1-hull shaped subpaths are opposite in sign; the entire edge path (except
possibly a single edge at one of the two ends) lies in the boundary of the disk (so
exactly one of the two 1-hull shaped subpaths is a hull niche); and the smallest
subpath which includes only one edge traversal of the hull niche but the entirety of
the other 1-hull shaped path is the associated hull path of a hull subdiagram of the
disk;
(3) the two 1-hull shaped subpaths are opposite in sign; neither is a hull niche; and
the edge path decomposes into the form f  m  l; where f  m and m  l are the
associated hull paths of hull subdiagrams of the disk and jmj>0.
If the 2-cells are hexagons; the length of the edge path is even in the rst case
and odd in the other two.
Proof. Consider the image of the disk under a cellular map which is a local embedding
to a regular tessellation of the plane by p-gons, and consider the image of the edge path
in particular. (In the hexagon case, this image in the tessellation shows the relationship
between parity of the path length and whether the two 1-hull shaped subpaths have
the same sign.)
Suppose that both of the 1-hull shaped subpaths are hull niches. Then the edge path
lies entirely in the boundary of the disk, by the Hull Niche Lemma 19. Examining the
pictures above, we see that the disk has either a cut vertex (contradicts denition of
disk) or a chain niche on the boundary (contradicts assumption). So at least one of
the 1-hull shaped subpaths is not a hull niche.
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It follows that if the two 1-hull shaped subpaths have the same sign, then (using
induction and the fact that there are no chain niches on the boundary of the disk) the
edge path is the associated chain path of a chain subdiagram of the disk.
So now suppose that the two 1-hull shaped subpaths are opposite in sign. If one
of the 1-hull shaped subpaths (say the rst) is a hull niche, then the subpath starting
with the rst 1-hull shaped subpath and ending just before the last edge traversal of
the second satises the conditions of the above lemma, and therefore this subpath is
contained in the boundary of the disk. The other 1-hull shaped subpath cannot be a
hull niche, so it is the associated hull path of a (singleton) hull subdiagram of the
disk. Consider now the subpath which results from omitting the rst edge traversal
(rst two edges, in the hexagon case) of the rst 1-hull shaped subpath. Use inductive
reasoning on length of this subpath to show that it is the associated hull path of a hull
subdiagram of the disk.
If neither 1-hull shaped subpath is a hull niche, then each is the associated hull path
of some hull subdiagram of the disk; there hull subdiagrams extend along opposite
sides of the original edge path. Since a disk has no cut vertices, the maximal such hull
subdiagrams must overlap by at least an edge.
Corollary 21 (Hinge). Consider a locally at disk with no chain niches. Consider a
reduced edge path a containing exactly three 1-hull shaped subpaths in the following
manner: it begins and ends with such subpaths; and the one in the middle is a hull
niche. (In the triangle case; we suppose moreover that the path contains no triangle
1-chain subpaths.)
Then the subpath b consisting of all but the rst and nal edge traversals of a lies
in the boundary of the disk; and the smallest subdiagram of the disk containing each
2-cell incident on at least one nonterminal vertex of b has its image in the complex
completely determined by the image of a. (In the triangle case; the subdiagram con-
taining each singleton hull subdiagram incident on some nonterminal vertex of b has
its image in the complex completely determined by the image of a:)
In the hexagon case; the length of b is odd.
As usual, the determination of the image is on the 1-skeleton.
Proof. The initial subpath of a ending with the hull niche, and the terminal subpath
beginning with the hull niche, both satisfy the conditions of the Double Bend Propo-
sition 20; necessarily, the second of the three possibilities listed must hold. So the
subpath b consisting of all but the rst and nal edge traversals of a lies in the
boundary of the disk. Also, the initial subpath that ends with the rst edge traversal of
the hull niche, and the terminal subpath that begins with the last edge traversal of the
hull niche, must each be hull paths of hull subdiagrams of the disk (and they therefore
determine the images of the 2-cells in these hull subdiagrams). For the initial hull
subpath of a, let hi be the last edge traversal of its exchange path; for the terminal hull
subpath of a, let ht be the rst edge traversal of its exchange path. The edge traversal
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hi ends at a vertex of a and ht begins at a vertex of a, so let hm be the subpath of a
from the end of the edge hi to the beginning of the edge ht . (This subpath is trivial
in the square and triangle case, and is one edge long in the hexagon case.)
The edge path h hi  hm  ht is a 1-hull shaped subpath. It must be the associated
hull path of a singleton hull subdiagram of the disk, or else the disk has a cut vertex
along the boundary path hm (a contradiction of the denition of disk). Since h is the
hull path of a singleton hull subdiagram, and the images of each of its edges in the
complex are determined by the image of a, the image of the singleton hull diagram is
also determined.
The following proposition is important. It basically ensures us (modulo the Geodesic
Characterization Theorem 31) that for a locally at disk with no chain niches, an edge
path is geodesic in the disk if and only if its image in the complex is geodesic. We
preceed the proposition with a easy lemma.
Lemma 22 (Opposite sign double bend). Suppose that a reduced edge path in a lo-
cally at disk begins with a 1-hull shaped subpath; ends with a distinct such subpath
(of opposite sign to the rst); and contains no other 1-hull shaped subpaths (and no
triangle 1-chain shaped paths). Suppose also that a subpath which includes only one
edge traversal of one of the 1-hull shaped subpaths but the entirety of the other is
the associated hull path of some hull subdiagram of the disk.
Then the image of this edge path in the complex is not the image of a hull path
of some hull diagram; and not the image of a chain path of some chain diagram.
Proof. For simplicity, assume that it is the initial subpath that is the hull path of a
hull subdiagram. From the exchange path of this hull subdiagram, take the nal edge
traversal, and concatenate this with the part of the original path not in the hull path;
call this new edge path a (Fig. 8).
If the original edge path has an image which is the image of some hull path, then
the image of a is necessarily also the image of some singleton hull path. But this
contradicts Lemma 18 (Path image determines local path shape).
As for the possibility of the image of the original edge path being the image of some
chain path: In the hexagon case, this is impossible because the length of the path is
odd, not even. In the square case, the two edge traversals along a would be identied
in the map to the complex, a contradiction. In the triangle case, a would map to two
sides of a 2-cell in the complex, again a contradiction of Lemma 18.
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Proposition 23 (Chain path image determines subdiagram). Suppose that a locally at
disk with no chain niches contains an edge path whose image in the complex is also
the image of a chain path for some chain diagram (in the triangle case; we assume
that it is the image of a nonsingleton chain). Then the edge path in the disk begins
and ends with (distinct) 1-hull shaped subpaths of the same sign and contains no
other 1-hull shaped subpaths (and no triangle 1-chain shaped subpaths).
Therefore an edge path in the disk whose image in the complex is that of a some
chain path; is necessarily the associated edge path of a chain subdiagram of the disk.
Such an edge path is consequently not geodesic in the disk; and its image in the
complex is not geodesic.
Proof. We have already shown (Lemma 18) that in a disk of triangles, a reduced
edge path of length two mapping to two sides of a 2-cell in the complex is a 1-chain
shaped path; if there are no chain niches, such an edge path has to be the associated
edge path of a single chain subdiagram of the disk. This dispenses with the triangle
singleton chain case.
Now consider the remaining cases. By Lemma 18, the edge path starts and ends
with 1-hull shaped subpaths. By Observation 8, if the rst and last edge traversals are
removed then the image in the complex of the remaining path contains no subpath
which is the image of a hull path of a singleton hull subdiagram, and no triangle
1-chain shaped subpath (since there are no chain niches). So if there were any addi-
tional 1-hull shaped subpaths, they would necessarily be hull niches.
Assume that there is (at least one) hull niche along the edge path; consider the initial
subpath ending with the rst hull niche subpath. This subpath satises the condition
of the Double Bend Proposition 20; it must necessarily be of the second type, since it
ends with a hull niche. (That is, the 1-hull shaped subpaths are of opposite sign, and
the initial subpath ending with the rst edge traversal of the hull niche is the hull path
of a hull subdiagram of the disk). The image in the complex of this subpath is also
the image of a hull path (namely, a proper initial subpath of the chain path). But this
is a contradiction, by the Opposite Sign Double Bend Lemma 22.
Therefore we know that there are only two 1-hull shaped subpaths along the edge
path, putting us in the case of the Double Bend Proposition 20. In the hexagon case we
are done, because chain paths are of even length. For the other two cases, suppose by
way of contradiction that the two 1-hull shaped subpaths are of opposite sign. Case 2 of
the proposition cannot hold, by the Opposite Sign Double Bend Lemma 22. Therefore
neither 1-hull shaped subpath is an hull niche and the path decomposes as f  m  l,
where f  m and m  l are hull paths of hull subdiagrams and jmj>0. Recall that the
image of a hull path uniquely determines the image of its hull diagram 1-skeleton.
Since the hull paths share images in the complex with over-lapping initial and terminal
hull subpaths of the chain path, the images of the hull subdiagrams must be those of
overlapping initial and terminal hull subdiagrams of the chain diagram. Therefore the
diagram necessarily fails to be reduced, a contradiction.
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In a locally at disk, a reduced edge path (containing no triangle 1-chain shaped
subpaths) so that any two consecutive 1-hull shaped subpaths are of opposite signs, is
called a trail. (This is essentially the same denition of \straight curve" for the triangle
case in [2].) A locally at disk with no chain niches is at (i.e., embeds in a regular
tessellation of the plane); it is therefore readily observed that an edge path in such a
disk is geodesic in the disk if and only if it is a trail. The above proposition implies
that the image of a trail is geodesic in the complex (this last will be clear after the
Characterization of Geodesics Theorem 31).
Corollary 24. In a locally at disk with no chain niches on the boundary; a trail
contains no subpaths which map in the complex to the image of the chain path of
some chain diagram.
Corollary 25. In a locally at disk with no chain niches on the boundary; any two
vertices are joined by some trail in the disk.
Proof. Any two vertices are joined by some reduced edge path in the disk. If this is
not a trail, then either there is a triangle 1-chain shaped path (which is necessarily the
associated edge path of a singleton chain subdiagram, since there are no chain niches)
or there is a subpath beginning and ending with two consecutive 1-hull shaped paths
of the same sign (which is necessarily the associated edge path of a chain subdiagram,
by the Double Bend Proposition 20). So the subpath is equivalent (path homotopic) to
an edge path which is strictly shorter. We can continue replacing any such undesirable
subpaths, also deleting cancelling pairs of edge traversals if necessary. This length-
decreasing nite process eventually yields a trail.
Corollary 26 (Trail image determines image of incident cells). In a locally at disk
with no chain niches on the boundary; suppose there is a trail that begins and ends
with subpaths which are the hull paths of hull subdiagrams of the disk.
In the case that the number of 1-hull shaped subpaths along the trail is greater
than one; consider the minimal subdiagram of the disk containing both:
(1) the set of all 2-cells incident on the portion of the trail starting with the last
edge traversal of the rst hull subpath and ending with the rst edge traversal of the
last hull subpath; and
(2) the two hull subdiagrams determined by the initial and terminal hull subpaths
of the trail.
In the case that there is only one 1-hull shaped subpath along the trail; consider
the minimal subdiagram containing the two hull subdiagrams.
The subdiagram described above is a disk; with boundary cycle r  s−1 where r
and s are trails which are equivalent (i.e.; path homotopic) to the original trail. The
image of the subdiagram’s 1-skeleton in the complex is completely determined by the
image of the original trail.
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Proof. We use induction on the number of 1-hull shaped subpaths of the trail; by the
hypotheses, this is at least one. If there is only one, then the 1-hull shaped subpath
is the end of one hull path of a hull subdiagram of the disk, and the beginning of
another. The images of both hull subdiagrams (which overlap in a singleton hull) are
determined by the image of the trail.
If there are exactly two 1-hull shaped subpaths along the trail: Apply the Double
Bend Proposition 20. The two subpaths must be of opposite sign (by the denition of
trail) and neither is a hull niche, so case three holds. The statement is immediate.
If there are more than two 1-hull shaped subpaths along the trail: Observe that if the
trail has a 1-hull subpath which is a hull niche, then this subpath is neither the rst
1-hull shaped subpath of the trail nor the last. Consider a subpath of the trail which
starts with a 1-hull shaped subpath immediately before some 1-hull niche subpath and
ends with the 1-hull shaped subpath immediately after the hull niche. By the Hinge
Corollary 21, the subpath satises the conclusion of this theorem. Result then follows
by induction. If there are no hull niche subpaths, result follows by straightforward
induction, using the Double Bend Proposition 19.
Corollary 27. In each of two locally at disks with no chain niches on the boundary;
suppose there is some trail that begins and ends with subpaths which are the hull
paths of hull subdiagrams of that disk; and suppose that the two trails have the same
image in the complex.
Then in any embedding of the two disks in a regular tessellation of the plane; the
images of the two trails are rigidly isometric.
8. Lightning bolts
We want to describe a purely geometric class of disks that will be useful for studying
geodesic edge paths in the complex itself.
Recall that we say that two chains on the boundary of a given disk are disjoint
if their associated edge paths, each being modied by removal of the rst and the
last edge traversal, have no edges in common (in the hexagon case, it is necessary to
remove the rst two and last two edges of the chain paths).
We dene a lightning bolt to be a disk with two distinct designated boundary ver-
tices, satisfying:
(1) (square case) the disk has exactly four disjoint chains on the boundary, situated
so that two chains overlap at each of the designated boundary vertices; that is, each
of the two designated vertices is the middle vertex of a 1-hull shaped path contained
in the chain paths of two disjoint chains on the boundary;
(2) (triangle case) the disk has exactly two chains on the boundary [the chains are
therefore singleton], situated so that the turning angle of each of the two designated
boundary vertices is +2=3;
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Fig. 9. Lightning bolts.
(3) (hexagon case) the disk has two singleton chains with their associated chain
paths centered at the two designated boundary vertices, and exactly four additional
chains (any of which may or may not be singleton), arranged so that each of the two
designated boundary vertices on the boundary of the disk is the second vertex of the
associated chain path of two of the additional four chains.
Example. A hull diagram, together with the endpoints of its associated edge path, is
a lightning bolt.
Note that a lightning bolt disk (because of the minimal number of chains) is at
and has no chain niches on its boundary. Therefore, any trail in a lightning bolt has
no subpath mapping in the complex to the image of some chain path.
Proposition 28. Consider a simple reduced edge path in the boundary of a lightning
bolt from one designated boundary vertex to the other. This edge path is a trail
containing an odd number of 1-hull shaped subpaths; alternating between 1-hull paths
of hull subdiagrams of the disk and hull niches; the sequence begins and ends with
1-hull shaped subpaths that are the hull paths of hull subdiagrams.
Proof. Such an edge path, by the description of a lightning bolt (Fig. 9), cannot include
the entire associated edge path of a chain subdiagram of the disk, and it cannot contain
a chain niche because there are none. If there are any 1-hull shaped subpaths, than any
two successive such subpaths have to be opposite in sign, and exactly one must be a
hull niche. In the square and hexagon cases, the denition of lightning bolt makes it
obvious that there is at least 1-hull shaped subpath, and that the sequence of 1-hull
shaped subpaths cannot begin or end with a hull niche because of the arrangement of
chains around the two designated boundary vertices. For the triangle case, note that
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n=3 = 2 + n−=3, that is, that the number of boundary vertices of turning angle of =3
exceeds by two the number with turning angle of −=3. So in the partition of the
boundary by vertices of turning angle +=3, at least two pieces contain no turning
angle of −=3; the only way to keep these from being nonsingleton chains is if each
contains a singleton chain subpath. So the rst nonzero turning angle to either side
of a singleton chain in a lightning bolt must be +=3 (meaning there is at least one
1-hull shaped path in the sequence, and that the rst and last in the sequence are not
hull niches).
Corollary 29. The two designated boundary vertices of a lightning bolt partition the
boundary cycle into two edge paths of equal length.
Proof. The diagram is at and has no chain niches on the boundary, so an edge
path in the disk is geodesic if and only if it is a trail. Since the two paths created
by partitioning the boundary cycle at the designated vertices are trails, they are both
geodesic edge paths; since they have the same endpoints, they must therefore be of
equal length.
9. Equivalent geodesics
Lemma 30. A disk with two distinct designated boundary vertices is a lightning bolt
if and only if it has the property that any simple reduced edge path in the boundary
from one designated boundary vertex to the other has as its image in the complex a
reduced edge path such that no subpath is the image of the chain path associated to
some chain diagram.
Proof. We have already shown that a lightning bolt has the described property. To see
the implication in the other direction: Note that any disk of squares must have at least
four chains on its boundary; any disk of triangles must have at least two chains on the
boundary; and any disk of hexagons must have at least six chains on the boundary. An
edge path which contains no subpath mapping to the image of some chain path cannot
include as a subpath the associated edge path of a chain subdiagram in the boundary
of a disk. A lightning bolt is the only possible arrangement of chains to make the
property possible.
Theorem 31 (Characterization of geodesics). An edge path in a triangle; square; or
hexagon complex is geodesic if and only if it is reduced and has no subpath which
is the image of a chain path of some chain diagram.
In a group presentation satisfying small cancellation conditions C00(p) and T(q)
for (p; q)2f(3; 6); (4; 4); (6; 3)g; a word is geodesic if and only if it is reduced and
contains no chain subwords.
Remark. See the introduction for a history of this theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 31. Let A be a (nonempty) reduced edge path in the complex which
contains no subpath which is the image of some chain path, and let B be an equivalent
(path homotopic) geodesic edge path. So B is also reduced and contains no subpath
which is the image of some chain path (because the image of a chain path determines
the image of its exchange path, which is shorter). So there is a (reduced) equality
diagram for A and B, and each disk component of the diagram is a lightning bolt. (If
there are no disk components in the diagram, then edge paths A and B are identical
and we are done.) The subword of A along the boundary of a given disk component is
equal in length to the subword of B along the other side, by Corollary 29. Therefore
A and B are of the same length, so A is a geodesic.
A diagram is said to be minimal if it possesses the smallest number of 2-cells
over all diagrams with the same boundary cycle image in the complex. Since a small
cancellation C00(p)−T(q) presentation is diagrammatically aspherical [7], to show that
a diagram is minimal it suces to show that the diagram embeds in the complex.
Corollary 32. A locally at disk with no chain niches on the boundary embeds in the
complex; and is therefore minimal.
In such a disk; an edge path has a geodesic image in the complex if and only if
it is reduced and has no subpath which is the associated chain path of some chain
subdiagram; in other words; if and only if it is a trail.
Proof. In a locally at disk with no chain niches on the boundary, any two vertices
are joined by a trail in the disk; the image of a trail in the complex is geodesic, by
Corollary 24 and the Geodesic Characterization Theorem 31. So distinct vertices (hence
distinct edges and 2-cells) in the disk must have distinct images in the complex. The
disk therefore embeds in the complex. The remaining statement is a consequence of
Proposition 23 (Chain path image determines subdiagram).
Given any edge path in the complex, we may obtain an equivalent path which
is geodesic by a length-reducing process of removing cancelling edge traversals and
replacing images of chain paths by the images of the corresponding replacement paths.
Now that we have a process for nding a geodesic edge path between any two
vertices of the complex, we want to be able to nd all of the geodesic edge paths
between the two vertices. The basic idea is that any time we have a subpath that is the
image of a hull path for some singleton hull diagram, we want to be able to switch
the subpath with (the image of) the exchange path of the hull diagram.
Suppose that a lightning bolt has a 1-hull niche on its boundary which maps to the
image of some hull path. The most natural thing to try is to glue the corresponding
singleton hull diagram to our original diagram; the resulting diagram will still be a
lightning bolt. So it makes sense to think about the \completion" of a lightning bolt
under this process { that is, continue to glue on 1-hulls until it is no longer possible
to do so. We will improve on this idea.
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10. Directed trails in equality diagrams of geodesics
We would like to generalize the notion of \completion" of lightning bolts to equality
diagrams for geodesics. In particular: If A is a geodesic edge path in the complex, then
there is of course a degenerate equality diagram of geodesics (i.e., one having no 2-
cells) with boundary cycle mapping to A A−1. We would like to be able to talk about
the completion of such a degenerate equality diagram { in essence, the completion of
a geodesic edge path in the complex. It is by no means clear that such a thing is
well-dened.
From now on, one of the two designated vertices of an equality diagram will be
specied as the beginning, and the other be the end. In an equality diagram of geodesics,
let us call a reduced edge path from beginning to end such that any subpath in a disk
component is a trail, a directed trail. A directed trail maps to a geodesic path in the
complex; for every geodesic edge path in the complex, there is some equality diagram
with a directed trail mapping to the given geodesic (we permit degenerate equality
diagrams).
Lemma 33. In a lightning bolt; any directed trail begins with a subpath that is the
hull path of a hull subdiagram; all edges of the hull subpath except possibly the last
lie in the boundary of the disk. Similarly; any directed trail ends with a subpath
that is the hull path of a hull subdiagram; and all edges of the hull subpath except
possibly the rst are boundary edges.
Proof. By symmetry, it suces to show that a directed trail begins with a hull path
as described. By the denition of lighting bolt, only one 2-cell of the disk is incident
on the beginning vertex and hence, only two edges are incident. A directed trail must
begin along one of these two edges, and must therefore have a nontrivial common
initial subpath with one of the two directed trails in the boundary of the disk. By
Proposition 28, a directed trail in the boundary begins with a hull path of a hull
subdiagram; the given trail must either include the entirety of this hull subpath, or
diverge from it via (since it is a trail) a 1-hull shaped path.
Proposition 34 (Directed trail image determines lightning bolt image). The image of
(the 1-skeleton of) a lightning bolt in the complex is completely determined by the
image of any one of its directed trails.
Proof. By the above lemma and by Corollary 26 (Trail image determines image of
incident cells), it follows that the subdiagram consisting of the closure of all 2-cells
incident on the directed trail is itself a lightning bolt, and that the image of this
subdiagram in the complex is determined by the image of the directed trail. The two
directed trails of the subdiagram forming its boundary are also directed trails of the
original lightning bolt.
Apply Corollarly 26 to each of these two directed trails and continue. For each
2-cell in the disk, there is some sequence of minimal length of 2-cells, starting with
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the given cell, the next with a common edge with the rst, the third with some edge
common to the second, and so forth, until one of the cells in incident on the original
trail. Result follows by induction on the maximum length of such a minimal sequence
over all 2-cells in the disk.
Corollary 35. A trail in a locally at disk with no chain niches begins and ends with
subpaths that are hull paths of hull subdiagrams of the disk if and only if the trail
is a directed trail of a lightning bolt subdiagram of the disk.
Any two such trails having the same image in the complex have rigidly isometric
images under any embedding of their disks in a regular tessellation of the plane.
Corollary 36 (Geodesic completion, special case). Suppose that an edge path in the
complex is the image of some directed trail of a lightning bolt. Let S be the set of
all (reduced) equivalence diagrams of geodesics having some directed trail mapping
to the given edge path. Then S contains an element C (which is unique on the
1-skeleton) such that every element of S embeds in C (so that the associated map
to the complex is preserved on the 1-skeleton). The set of all geodesic edge paths in
the complex that are equivalent ( path homotopic) to the given edge path is precisely
the set of images of directed trails of C.
Proof. There is some lightning bolt with a directed trail mapping to the given edge
path; embed one such lightning bolt in a regular tessellation of the plane. Now each
element of S may be embedded in the tessellation so that the images of the directed
trails mapping to the given edge path are all identied. By Proposition 34, the em-
beddings have the property that any two cells with the same image in the tessellation
have the same image in the complex (with the possible exception of distinct 2-cells
with the same boundary).
We will use this fact to show that we can dene the completion of a geodesic edge
path of the complex in a well-dened manner.
Lemma 37. Suppose that a geodesic edge path in the complex has the property that
no subpath is the image of a hull path of a singleton hull. Then the edge path is the
only geodesic edge path joining its endpoints.
Proof. Consider an equivalence diagram of geodesics, using the given geodesic and
any equivalent geodesic. If the diagram has a disk component, then the subpath of
the given geodesic with the preimage in the lightning bolt component has at least one
singleton hull path image.
Let A be a geodesic edge path in the complex; we will subdivide A into appropriate
subpaths. If e and f are edges in A, then we write (e; f) for the smallest subpath of
A containing both edges. We say that two edges e and f of A are related if either
(1) there is some lightning bolt with a directed trail whose image maps to a subpath
of A containing (e; f), or
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(2) there is no hull diagram whose hull path maps to a subpath of A containing an
edge of the subpath (e; f).
(Note that the rst condition implies that both edges lie in images of hull paths,
so the conditions are disjoint.) It is easy to see that this is an equivalence relation,
and therefore partitions the geodesic into disjoint edge sets. Note that if two edges
e and f are equivalent, then all edges in (e; f) belong to the same equivalence class.
The equivalence classes thus decompose the geodesic edge path into subpaths. Each
subpath is maximal either under the condition that it is the image of a directed trail
of some lightning bolt, or else under the condition that it contains no edges in the
image of any hull path mapping to a subpath of the given geodesic. In the rst case,
the subpath has a corresponding lightning bolt as in Corollary 36. In the latter case,
the subpath is the only geodesic joining its endpoints.
Corollary 38 (The geodesic completion theorem). Consider a geodesic edge path in
the complex. Let S be the set of all (reduced) equivalence diagrams of geodesics
having some directed trail mapping to the given edge path. Then S contains an
element C ( unique on the 1-skeleton) such that every element of S embeds in C (so
that the associated map to the complex is preserved on the 1-skeleton). The set of
all geodesic edge paths in the complex that are equivalent ( path homotopic) to the
given edge path is precisely the set of images of directed trails of C.
Remark. For the square case, this was proved independently by myself [9] and by
Krajcevski [12] in our dissertations at about the same time.
The uniqueness of the diagram is on the 1-skeleton only, if there are 2-cells in the
complex with a common boundary. Such a diagram is called a geodesic completion
diagram of the edge path.
Corollary 39. Let an operation on geodesic edge paths in the complex be dened by
nite sequences of moves. In each move; some subpath of a geodesic which is the
image of some 1-hull path is replaced by the image of the replacement path.
Two geodesics are equivalent if and only if the rst can be transformed into the
other by a nite sequence of such moves.
Given any geodesic (or indeed any edge path) we can construct the corresponding
geodesic completion diagram, by a simple iterative process of gluing on singleton hull
diagrams. It remains only to nd a bound on the computation time.
A disk component of the geodesic completion is a lightning bolt, and therefore
embeds in regular tessellation of the plane; the directed trails map to geodesics in the
tessellation. In the square and traingle cases, it is easy to see that a particular directed
trail corresponds to a binary sequence of direction choices at vertices in the image. In
the hexagon case, note that the length of a directed trail in a lightning bolt is always
odd; and that the set of edges encountered on even-numbered edge traversals of directed
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trails are precisely one of the three parallel edge sets in the image of the lightning
bolt. Choices are made for odd-numbered edge traversals, but not for even-numbered
ones. If every even-numbered edge is contracted to a point, the result is topologically
a lightning bolt for square 2-cells. Therefore once more a directed path corresponds to
a binary sequence of choices.
Corollary 40 (Quadratic time). Given any edge path in the complex of length n; the
set of all geodesics which are equivalent to the given path can be generated in a
process requiring no more than n2 steps. The cardinality of this set is no greater
than

n
[ n2 ]

in the traingle or square case; and in the hexagon case it is no greater than

m
[m2 ]

;
where m is a smallest integer at least as great as half of n.
Corollary 40 can be used to study automatic structures of prex-closed geodesic rep-
resentatives of element of small cancellation groups [9], since it provides an
ecient method of going from an arbitrary geodesic group element representative to
an equivalent geodesic of some desired form { for example, the alphabetically least
geodesic. The small cancellation group presentations admit two automatic spanning
trees of geodesics: the set of lexicographically least representatives, and a subset of a
language dened in [5].
Recall from Corollary 35 that for any reduced diagram, any subdiagram that is a
lightning bolt has its (1-skeleton) image in the complex determined uniquely by the
image of any directed trail of the subdiagram. This fact, combined with Corollary 40,
is exploited in [10], where it is used to construct a diagram encoding all cyclically
geodesic conjugates of cyclic geodesic edge paths in a link group. This is used in a
polynomial time (polynomial on the sum of the lengths of the edge paths) algorithm
for the conjugacy problem.
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Appendix A. Small cancellation conditions
The material in this section is not necessary for understanding the geometric aspects
of the paper, and is included only for those interested in the implications for small
cancellation groups.
Any group presentation P= hX jRi herein is assumed to be nite (i.e., X and R are
both nite in cardinality); we also assume that each word in R is cyclically reduced. The
set of (dening) relators is the closure of R under the condition that if a word belongs
to the set, then so does the inverse of the word and all of its cyclic permutations.
We say that a nonempty word b is a piece (relative to the set of dening relators)
if we have distinct dening relators r1 and r2 such that r1 bc1 and r2 bc2. For
our current purposes, we also call a single letter b a piece if it occurs in exactly one
cyclically distinct dening relator, and if it occurs more than once in that relator, then
the relator is a proper power.
Since we will be assuming throughout that for our presentation, all relators have
length exactly p, we may use the following denition:
Condition C 00(p). Each relator is a product of exactly p pieces, and each piece has
length one.
Remark. In [5], it is further stipulated that no relator is a proper power. This latter
condition is not necessary for any of the results in this paper, provided we either make
the usual identication of \redundant faces" in the Cayley complex (see [14, p. 123]),
or else accept uniqueness results only for 1-skeletons.
It is convenient to have a name for a word that is a subpath of length two of some
dening relator. Such a word is called a pair.
Then C00(p) says that no pair is a piece, i.e., knowing two successive letters deter-
mines a relator uniquely (up to cyclic permutation).
Condition T(q). Let h be an integer such that 3 h<q. Suppose that x11 x−22 ; x22 x−33 ;
: : : ; xhh x
−h+1
h+1 are any h pairs such that for all i h− 2; xi 6 xi+2. Then xh+1 6 x1.
In a reduced diagram for a presentation satisfying C00(p), an edge path which is
common to the boundaries of two distinct 2-cells (and is therefore labelled by a piece)
has length no more than one; the number of edges in the boundary cycle of any 2-cell
is exactly p. Consequently we think of the closure of a 2-cell in such a diagram as
being a polygon of p sides, each side of the p-gon being labelled by a single letter.
The symmetries of the polygon correspond to a relator in this fashion: rotating the
polygon corresponds to taking a cyclic permutation of its boundary cycle label, and
ipping the polygon corresponds to taking an inverse.
A reduced diagram for a presentation satisfying T(q) has the property that the degree
of any interior vertex is at least q.
Suppose that a presentation satises C00(p) and T(q), for (p; q)2f(3; 6); (4; 4);
(6; 3)g. Then the Cayley complex for the presentation satises the conditions for the
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class of complexes described in the introduction. For any diagram and any vertex in
the diagram, choosing any vertex in the complex as the vertex’s image uniquely deter-
mines a map of the diagram to the complex (up to 2-cells with boundary cycle labelled
by a proper power).
Corollary 41 (Quadratic time). Suppose that a presentation satises C00(p) and T(q);
for (p; q)2f(3; 6); (4; 4); (6; 3)g. Given any word; all geodesic representatives of the
group element represented by the given word may be generated in quadratic time.
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